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The Path Forward – The Future of Train Traffic - William Flynn, Amtrak CEO 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/washington-post-live-amtrak-ceo-william-flynn/ 

In June of 2020, Mr. Flynn addressed the nation about the present situation of Amtrak and its possible future.  

He started out stating that Amtrak ridership has dropped 95 % with the Pandemic.  He also stated that Amtrak is 

a good option for travel in the future.  For now, it is limited to 50% capacity to help keep social distance.    

Importantly, face masks will be required by all, riders and staff.   Plexiglass has been installed in the café cars 

and in some stations.  No plexiglass will be installed between seats in the coaches.   Fresh air, not recirculated 

air, is pumped into passenger coaches.   Enhanced cleaning is done daily.  Around 100 employees may have 

been exposed.  The Public Health Department has been testing employees for free if they wish.  They have been 

told not to come to work if they have any symptoms and are then quarantined for 14 days.  Amtrak will pay the 

costs of health care for any employees who get sick with Covid 19.    

He stated that he sees tremendous opportunity for Amtrak with the state supported routes and the long distance 

trains.  Amtrak could reach yearly ridership of 64 million in 20 years or so.   He stated that his goals for the 

company are safety, service everywhere and on-time-performance as well as customer satisfaction.  He stated 

that the Acela will have 8 new trainsets by the end of 2020.  They may reach up to 165 mph on at times.  He 

stated that it will be many more years before high speed rail gets to more places in the US.   

He mentioned that by legislation, passenger rail is supposed to run ”for profit.”  But the assets need a lot of 

money to bring them into good repair.  Some assents need to be replaced, especially in the Northeast Corridor 

where some assets date back to the 1890s.  Amtrak has received $ 1 Billion from the CARES Act for March – 

September.  $ 1.475 Billion will be needed to cover the shortfall in 2021.  Host railroads will also need 

investment for infrastructure, such as longer passing sidings for longer trains produced with precision scheduled 

railroading.  The Gateway Projects, all of them, need infrastructure work such as bridges. 

He stated that he is fully committed to the long distance trains as an essential part of the national system.  There 

is support for this in both Houses of Congress.  These routes have the fewest service reductions in FY 2021.  

Ten of 15 long distance trains will run 3 times a day each week in winter ( not the Auto Train).  In winter, it has 

the lowest ridership.  Amtrak seeks to restore service in summers, depending on the virus spread and demand 

levels.  As for food service, Meals must be eaten in one’s seat or roomette.   Also, House Resolution #2 is a 

comprehensive infrastructure package which will help to make a bright future for Amtrak.  Rights of access will 

need to be enforced.                                          *****  But See:    Cutting Service Actually Costs Money:   

https://www.railwayage.com/news/second-in-a-series-cutting-service-actually-costs-more/    
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Analysis of the Chicago-Seattle Empire Builder (Amtrak Trains # 7-8) 

And Comparisons to Several Other Long  Distance Trains 

By Robert Fisher AICP,   Secretary, WisARP Board of Directors 

The Empire Builder is one of Amtrak’s Transcontinental “Long Distance” trains, running from Chicago on the 

east to Spokane, Washington, then splitting into two trains, going to Seattle and to Portland.  One could argue 

Amtrak has no true “transcontinental trains” as all its “East-West” trains originate/terminate in Chicago or New 

Orleans…none truly run “single seat” from East to West Coast.  

 Even its North-South long  distance trains don’t give a “single seat” ride from the Canadian border to the 

southern border.  In Amtrak’s self-established three- layer route classification, the Builder fits into Long 

Distance because it doesn’t operate on the Northeast Corridor (NEC) and it operates over750 miles, end to end.  

So the states through which it passes have no responsibility for financial support, as is true of Regional / 

Corridor Service. 

Recent Amtrak administrations have been ambiguous toward Long Distance trains and have favored continued 

service on the NEC and continued state financial involvement in the Corridor trains.  Some folks think Long 

Distance trains are like airplanes.  Passengers get on at a terminal end point (Chicago for example) and are 

“sealed in” and ride all the way to another terminal end point (Seattle for example).   In reality, only a small 

percentage of total passengers on any long distance train actually ride end point to end point.  The vast majority 

ride on their own defined “corridor” suited to their travel needs.  Most long distance train travelers never set 

foot in either of the end point terminals. 

On the Builder, Chicago has the most boardings/debarkings with 141,518 in Fiscal Year 2019.  The Minnesota 

Twin Cities, St. Paul Union Depot being the Amtrak station, is the second largest source of passengers.  The 

third and fourth largest passenger loads come from Seattle and Portland.  What may seem surprising to 

Wisconsinites is La Crosse consistently surpasses Milwaukee as the largest source of Empire Builder Wisconsin 

passengers (FY2019-- 23,387 vs. 24,109).   

Since Chicago is the major destination point for most Milwaukeeans, they have 7 daily Hiawathas to choose 

from ( pre-Covid) , but they can’t be ticketed on the Builder for that short trip.  The small town of Whitefish, 

Montana is the 5th busiest station on the Empire Builder’s route, due to its status as a major skiing destination.  

The 55,642 annual passenger count is exceeded only by Chicago, St. Paul, Seattle, and Portland. Hopefully this 

important economic fact is not lost on elected officials in Montana. 

Recent data from Amtrak includes passenger load analysis.  This divides all passengers into one of four 

groups.  As mentioned earlier, the smallest group are those traveling between the route end points.   In this 

case the only data I have available is the Chicago-Seattle segment via Spokane.  The Spokane-Portland leg is 

not included.  The second group are those whose trips begin or end in Chicago but have their other end in a 

terminal other than Seattle.  The third group is those whose trips begin or end in Seattle but have their 

other end in a terminal other than Chicago. The fourth group is those who ride between points that are not 

Chicago or Seattle. 

The numbers of true end to end travelers obviously remains static throughout the trip.  The on/off at Chicago 

passengers are in the majority at least until St. Cloud. Minnesota, then the on/off at Seattle passengers begin to 

dominate the total load.  



 Although intermediate stop passengers are aboard the train beginning at Glenview (one stop out from Chicago), 

they become a significant part of the passenger load west of St. Paul.  This group of true “corridor” passengers 

continues as the largest single group across North Dakota and Montana to Whitefish. At Whitefish the Seattle 

end point demographic begins to grow larger especially as the train is closer to Seattle.  Remember Whitefish is 

a major ski destination. 

Other long distance trains have somewhat different passenger distributions among the four groups we’ve 

discussed.  On the Coast Starlight the “static load” of end to end (Los Angeles-Seattle) passengers is 

somewhat greater than on the Builder  (one night out rather than two might influence that).  But it still is a small 

part of the total load.  The major number of travelers beginning/ending in Los Angeles have the Oakland area 

as their other end, and there is a significant drop off in numbers north of Sacramento.   

Portland Oregon is the last major on/off for Los Angeles passengers except those in the first group that are 

going all the way to Seattle.   The Bay Area is the southern terminal for most Seattle on/offs also with a few 

intermediate travelers going farther south into California.   In spite of frequent Cascade (corridor) trains 

between Seattle-Portland-Eugene, there is a significant local passenger demographic on the Starlight between 

Seattle and Portland.   The intermediate passengers who never go to Seattle or Los Angeles are by far the 

largest group between Portland and the Bay Area and remains significant throughout California to Burbank (the 

first/last stop outside Los Angeles).  

Two other popular trains with Chicago as their eastern terminus are the California Zephyr and Southwest Chief.  

These two trains share the same route across most of Illinois to Galesburg and also share this route with state-

supported Regional Corridor trains.  Both trains have the usual end to end passengers and about the same 

number of Chicago boarding/debarking intermediate passengers.    But the Chief has a far greater number of 

non-Chicago local Illinois passengers going to Kansas City than the Zephyr has  non-Chicago local Illinois 

passengers going to Denver.  The Bay Area as an origin/destination point with trips not going to Chicago 

contributes fewer passengers overall to the Zephyr, than Los Angeles does to the Chief.  Two significant 

corridors on the Chief are Chicago-Kansas City and Los Angeles-Albuquerque.  Omaha-Denver and 

Denver-Sacramento are significant intermediate corridors on the Zephyr.  

Eastern trains in/out of Chicago show differing patterns as well.  The Capitol Limited (Chicago-DC) has the 

heaviest end point to end point loading of any of Amtrak’s Long Distance trains, almost 50%.  The breaking 

point, where Chicago origin/destination passengers and DC origin/destination “non-through” passengers 

switch dominance is Pittsburgh (51,647 on/off), about the half-way point…even in the middle of the night!  The 

Cap carries very few true intermediate, or “local” passengers.   Most have at least the origin or terminus of 

their trip in either Chicago or DC.  Toledo and Cleveland also contribute significant passenger loads (22,744 

and 19,359) in the middle of the night, but they are oriented mostly to and from Chicago. 

On the eastern end of the route Martinsburg, WVA and Cumberland, MD contribute about 10,000 passenger 

movements each annually.  The Capitol carried 207,291 passengers in FY 2019 compared to the Empire 

Builder’s 428,503.      The Lake Shore Limited like the Empire Builder, splits its route and serves two end-point 

cities opposite its Chicago terminal, New York and Boston.  Total FY 2019 ridership on the Lakeshore 

including the three end-point cities was 353,673.  The biggest contributor of passengers on and off was 

Chicago, with 152,739.  New York City has 114,792 and Boston (1) only 30,944. Syracuse and Rochester were 

both significant with 43,214 and 42,886 annually. 
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When Trains Are Blocking Crossings, What Can Municipalities Do ? 

https://www.gbtribune.com/news/local-news/theres-not-much-city-can-do-with-trains-blocking-crossings/ 

           

 

Photo source:  Free stock images from Yahoo.com 

It is a common situation that a motorist or pedestrian is blocked from a crossing on a busy street, by a long 

freight that just sits there.  The train could be there because of congestion down the line, mechanical problems 

or weather incidents, too many trains and not enough track, accidents, etc.   This situation is most frustrating if 

emergency and law enforcement vehicles cannot get through.  Trucks that cannot deliver needed freight are 

causing their company and their customers to lose money.  Traffic can be backed up for blocks. 

In the city of Great Bend Kansas, residents and city officials have met recently to discuss their growing 

frustration with long freight trains that sit on the tracks, blocking crossings for over two hours at a time.  

Residents must go around the train on another street which may be far from that crossing if the train is long and 

several crossings along the way are blocked.  This problem may repeat itself on the nation’s approximately 

130,000 grade crossings. 

The city has recently passed an ordinance against this practice, but, of course, the railroads are only bound by 

Federal Law.  The crossing itself is the property of the railroad.   A Federal Court of Appeals recently stated 

that this local law infringes on Federal law.  The city also contacted the railroad company several times but to 

no avail.  They believe that only changes in Federal Law can help their situation. 

 

The FRA Launches a Webpage to Report Blocked Crossings 
See:     https://www.railwayage.com/news/fra-launches-webpage-to-report-blocked-

crossings/#:~:text=Blocked%20crossings%20pose%20potential%20safety%20risks%2C%20specifically%20in,

school%20and%20appointments%2C%20and%20contribute%20to%20roadway%20congestion. 
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Public Transit in Wisconsin:  An Update from Several Speakers, June 27, 2020 

This Zoom discussion focused on the need to revitalize public transit as a whole system.  

Arun Rao:   Mr. Rao stated that the Hiawatha carried 86,000 riders in 2019 but in 2020 the Covid 19 pandemic 

caused ridership to fall to near zero in March of 2020.  The Amtrak Thruway Bus began running to Chicago at 8 

am and returning at 5:08 pm to Milwaukee.  Daily trips will be increasing but a full return to 7 daily round trips 

is not decided as of yet.    Passenger coaches have been deep cleaned.  Seats and restrooms were cleaned and 

restrooms have better lighting now.  The Muskego Yard project is fully funded.  See the WisDOT website.   As 

for the TCMC, proposed train, WisDOT and MNDOT have received a CRISI grant for design and construction 

as well as station supports.  Canadian Pacific is supportive and many letters of endorsement have been sent to 

funders.   Amtrak will return the Empire Builder to 3 times/week starting in October. 

Scott Rogers:   Mr. Rogers stated that the Midwest Interstate Passenger Rail Commission has bi-partisan 

support across the Midwest in the legislatures.  Plans for rail Service between Eau Claire and St. Paul are still 

progressing and private and public support is strong. 

Andrew Selden:   Mr. Selden stated that ridership for the long distance trains is down about 85% overall.  Some 

trains are selling out with the 50% seating limitations.   Running trains 3 times per week does not work well 

because revenues then drop and costs keep rising, and then subsidies must increase.  In addition, Amtrak’s 

accounting does not present an accurate picture of the real market. 

Gary Goyke:   Mr. Goyke stated that a Covid-19 task force has been formed for transit and passenger rail.  

Thirty-four people cooperate and communicate regarding the effects of the virus on transportation.  They are 

also working with the first class freight railroads.   Members are meeting with Legislators.  They observe that 

students especially need better transportation.   Representative Ron Kind for Wisconsin has a particular interest 

in rail service.  He watches for upcoming bills pertaining to rail.  The union SMART is also an active partner.  

Andy Hauck:  Mr. Hauk stated that freight rail traffic is down about 20% and staff have been laid off.  Union 

Pacific is having financial problems because paper companies and other shippers have shut down for now. 

Carl Shulte:   Mr. Shulte spoke for paratransit drivers and said that passenger counts are down since Covid 19.  

Those remaining need to get to essential services like doctors, jobs and school.   Paratransit also delivers food to 

individuals and pantries.  Masks and social distancing are required in the vans.  Special decontamination 

procedures are used.   Legislators need to be educated on what paratransit does and how essential it is.  

Front Range Passenger Rail Is Sought in Colorado 

The people of Colorado are working with the national and state DOTs and surrounding localities, to develop 

plans for a new passenger rail line that would run between Fort Collins and Pueblo, a 173 mile corridor.  Local 

communities are in support and are contributing resources to the project.  The Front Range Passenger Rail 

Project consists of a “blended team” led by the Rail Commission, CDOT, and a consultant team.  The team 

includes a range of specialized firms with decades of experience in the rail industry.  The speed may be around 

90-110 mph.  Although only at the planning meeting stage, this project has the enthusiastic support of the 

people.   Amtrak would be the operator and TIGER and CRISI grants are sought for infrastructure.    

See:   https://www.codot.gov/news/2020/june-2020/front-range-public-input-meeting                                                         

See also:  https://www.codot.gov/about/southwest-chief-commission-front-range-passenger-rail/news/vision                                                                                                                                       
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     At the Depot: 

Rail Station Photos by Floyd M. Rose, Photographer 

 
   Greetings again, fellow Rail Fans !!  We continue our journey looking for existing Wisconsin train depots 

along the current Amtrak “Empire Builder” route.  In this issue we are actually making an Amtrak scheduled 

stop in Columbus WI.   For you veteran “Builder” riders, you've seen this depot at this stop, but if you look a 

little wider out your window, you will see a large cream city brick building.  This is the 2nd passenger depot, 

built in 1871, by the Milwaukee Road.  

 

It is the standard type Italianate design for that era.  It was used as a combined passenger and freight depot until 

1907 when the 3rd or current depot was built.  This depot is a great example of the Craftsman influenced 

architectural style, again for its era.  The building itself is clad in concrete and the interior benches are from the 

1930s or '40s.  In its time, there were 2 waiting rooms, one was for smoking (or men's) waiting room and the 

other was a non-smoking (therefore women's) waiting room.   

 

   Today the 1871 depot is on private property and owned by Vita-Plus Corp. and is used for storage.  It is 

located at 259 N. Dickason Blvd.   The 1907 depot is one of six stops the “Empire Builder” makes in 

Wisconsin.  The line is also owned and used by Canadian Pacific Railway for freight.  Both depots can be seen 

from the train window.  It is currently located on C.P. Railroad property at 359 N. Ludington St.    

Dine at a Depot :   Also, if you find yourself  in Green Bay Wisconsin  try the TITLETOWN BREWING CO.   

It   is located in an 1899 Chicago & Northwestern RR Depot.   It is a large Brick Neoclassical building with a     

5 story clock tower.  The interior is loaded with railroad artifacts, a great menu and beer selection !!                                                                                                                                                   

 

Located at:  200 Dousman St.     920-437-2357     www.titletownbrewing.com                                               

Note:     Mr. Rose has been a rail photographer for many years.  His extensive collection of railroad depots, 

active and closed, is outstanding.          
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 Getting there…………...After Leaving the Train 

In Wisconsin, facilities for shopping, medical services, job sites and education and other destinations can be 

difficult to get to without a car, once you get off of the train.  Many people would prefer to take a train to their 

destination.  Of course, this is impossible in a state like Wisconsin that is more spread out than, say, the Chicago 

area.  But many good facilities are only reachable by car.  Perhaps there is a connecting bus that meets the train 

at its stop, but what if your train stop is off of the bus line?   The point where one gets to the end of a public 

transportation line to their destination is called “the last mile.”  This is where no further transportation may 

exist, except maybe cabs.   One can walk, if it is not too far but this is difficult in very cold weather, or if one 

has physical limitations.  

There may be no public sidewalks or easy terrain to cross to get to a job or a necessary meeting or appointment.  

Walking through vacant lots, mud, tall weeds or debris is not easy, as well as past houses with aggressive dogs, 

or if one must cross private property.  The biggest offenders are cul de sacs which have a built-in dead ends to 

prevent through traffic.  Railroad lines with no cross-over bridges, and also tall fences are also barriers.  

 One may have to walk around quite a distance to get to a street crossing.   Public transit cannot access these 

developments to get in or out easily without going somewhat in circles.   Paratransit with vans, small buses, 

Uber and Lyft may not find going to these areas to be cost effective.  These locations may lack sidewalks, or 

have crossings with no traffic signals or walk signs.   Rivers, cemeteries, dark and possibly dangerous 

underpasses, culverts, expressways and so on are also barriers.  In other words, the only safe and easy way to 

get to the needed services is to drive a car there.  Such facilities include office parks, hospitals, retail centers, 

gas stations, food markets and pharmacies.  Traffic planners and developers should consider these problems and 

develop throughways that allow transit to circulate in a reasonable manner.  These issues should be planned for 

well before any construction begins 

See:     ADA and Accessible Ground Transportation  at :   https://adata.org/factsheet/ADA-accessible-

transportation     See Also :     Free Rides and Transportation for the Disabled        

https://www.needhelppayingbills.com/html/free_transportation_disabled.html 

Note:   Save the Date:  WisARP Membership Meeting October 24th 2020 in La Crosse 

******* Links won’t work if the content is changed or removed from the internet  

Badger Rails is published 4 times per year by the Wisconsin Association of Railroad Passengers, a not-for-
profit Wisconsin membership association. Eldeen Carpenter, Editor; and James Sponholz, Editorial Consultant.  
 

WisARP President is John Parkyn, Stoddard, WI, (608)788-7004,  email: cen10297@centurytel.net  

Send membership questions/address changes to:   wisarpmembership@gmail.com  or mail to:                                
4858 N. Berkeley Blvd., Whitefish Bay, WI. 53217  

Please send comments or news items to the Editor at: badgerrails@gmail.com 
 

Important Links:  

 
WisARP on the Web:    www.wisarp.info                                                                                                                            

All Aboard Wisconsin:   http://allaboardwisconsin.com/  
All Aboard Minnesota:   http://www.allaboardmn.org 
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Are You New to WisARP ? 

Join Us !   We would Love to have you with us 

Please send us your name, street address and zip code, your email address and 

phone number 

You can email or  mail to the address on the top of this page 


